


• Quebec’s history and territorial
development are intimately related
to the Catholic’s parishes.

• In many cases, the parish existed
many years before the legal
foundation of the municipality.

• It’s the reason why the name of
rural’s municipalities are often the
same of the church.

• This explain why for many decades,
the citizen were more attached to
the parish than the municipality.
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• In Quebec, churches used for public worship are private property (parish
council, trustees, and dioceses).

• When no longer used as a place of worship, the church building must be sold
(Quebec's Factories Act).

• The building must not only find a new calling, but also a new owner.

• The heritage institution lacks both the financial means and the desire to
retain them; it does not know what to do with the 324 churches classified as
historical monument that will soon be without purpose or proprietor.

• This confirms the necessity of reconsidering their purpose and appropriation
by the community, beyond worship or heritage.

• In villages, many municipalities purchase the building (their sole
monument) and transform it to a community or cultural centre.



Current Status Other 

regions
of 

Quebec

% Montreal % Total 

(2013)

Churches used as places of 

worship (including those sold 

to another denomination)

1 782 60,2 412 13,9 2 194

Converted Churches 452 15,3 66 2,2 518

Churches for sale 53 1,8 17 0,6 70

Total churches (excluding 

those demolished)

2 287 77,2 495 16,7 2 782

Demolished churches 115 3,9 64 2,2 179

Total 2 402 81,1 559 18,9 2 961

113 Churches were acquired by their municipality (predominantly rural)
104 converted churches remain a part-time place of worship

* Chaire de recherche du Canada en patrimoine urbain ESG UQÀM









• A strategy is needed as to how the civil society can acquire
the church buildings.

• A “Churches Plan” is a region-based recovery strategy
implemented by the local players and supported by experts.

• This group becomes the heritage community as defined by
the article 2-b of the Faro Convention (2011):

“A heritage community consists of people who value specific
aspects of cultural heritage which they wish, within the
framework of public action, to sustain and transmit to future
generations”.



• The “Churches Plan” in four points:

Analyse the development potential of the church sites for
cultural or community use (partnership between the owners,
the parties, and the experts).

• Plan the future of the churches by regionally hierarchizing
them according to their heritage values.

• Evaluate potential development (in terms of heritage and
usage) in accordance with cultural and social needs.

• The regional strategic planning is guided by the local
heritage community.




